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Developing a composite material of polymers and micrometer-sized fillers with higher heat

conductance is crucial to realize modular packaging of electronic components at higher densities.

Enhancement mechanisms of the heat conductance of the polymer-filler interfaces by adding the

surface-coupling agent in such a polymer composite material are investigated through the

non-equilibrium molecular dynamics (MD) simulation. A simulation system is composed of

a-alumina as the filler, bisphenol-A epoxy molecules as the polymers, and model molecules for the

surface-coupling agent. The inter-atomic potential between the a-alumina and surface-coupling

molecule, which is essential in the present MD simulation, is constructed to reproduce the

calculated energies with the electronic density-functional theory. Through the non-equilibrium MD

simulation runs, we find that the thermal resistance at the interface decreases significantly by

increasing either number or lengths of the surface-coupling molecules and that the effective

thermal conductivity of the system approaches to the theoretical value corresponding to zero

thermal-resistance at the interface. Detailed analyses about the atomic configurations and local

temperatures around the interface are performed to identify heat-transfer routes through the

interface. VC 2013 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4831946]

I. INTRODUCTION

The integrated circuit (IC)-utilized modular packaging of

electronic components for automobiles has advanced remark-

ably in recent years.1,2 It is beneficial to automobiles not only

for their compactness but also for reliability and functionality.

Such modular packaging has been essential particularly for the

electric and plug-in hybrid automobiles. Further improvement

of the packaging toward higher densities is therefore desired.

One of the important techniques that should be realized in

developing the higher-density packaging is efficient dissipation

of intense heat generated locally, e.g., in a power IC.1–3 Heat-

dissipation material for that purpose in the forms of adhesive

and bulking agent needs be soft to cover an IC without gaps.

Composite systems of soft polymers and hard filler-particles

(called fillers) are often used for such heat-dissipation materi-

als.2,4,5 The fillers, which are about 1� 10 lm in size, are

made of the materials with higher thermal conductivities than

the polymers for enhanced effective thermal conductivity of the

heat-dissipation material. For its application to IC’s, the heat-

dissipation material should be electrically insulating.6

Automobile-parts companies have been putting great effort to

design a novel heat-dissipation material with a few times higher

thermal conductivity than the current ones under the conditions

that it is electrically insulating, durable, and low cost.

Many papers have been published to propose or demon-

strate various techniques for higher thermal conductivities of

such polymer composite materials.7–10 The techniques

include: charging of fillers, usage of fillers with higher ther-

mal conductivities, and controlled agglomeration of fillers.

With the techniques, however, enhancement factors of the

thermal conductivities of polymer composite materials are

still behind expectation due to high thermal resistances at the

filler-polymer interfaces. Reducing the thermal resistance at

the interface is the key.

The interface in the polymer composite material is char-

acterized as the co-existence system of hard inorganic and

soft organic materials. Phonons that transfer heat are scat-

tered by the interface due to difference in hardness and mass

density, leading to substantial thermal resistance.11 To

reduce the thermal resistance at the interface, surfaces of fill-

ers are often coated by the surface-coupling (SC) agent. The

surface-coupling agent, which is made of organic molecules,

acts to connect fillers and polymers tightly. It has been

experimentally demonstrated that adding the silane coupling

agent enhances the effective thermal conductivity of the

polymer composite material.9,10

Detailed experimental analyses of the enhancement

mechanisms have not been performed because the interfaces

are intrinsically nanometer-sizes. It is therefore difficult to

predict the maximum enhancement factor of the effective

thermal conductivity that we can reach by modifying the

surface-coupling agent.

Theoretical approach with the classical molecular dy-

namics (MD) simulation has potential capability to address

the issue of understanding the enhancement mechanisms of

the thermal conductivity of the polymer composite material

by the surface-coupling molecules. There exist various clas-

sical MD simulation studies about the evaluation of thermal

conductivities of bulk materials.12–16 On the other hand, a
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limited number of papers, to investigate the interface of dis-

similar materials.17–21 Luo and Lloyd21 reported their inter-

esting work about the effective thermal conductivity of the

interface between polymers and either graphene or graphite.

Complication exists in preparation of a reliable set of inter-

atomic potentials between filler, polymer, and surface-

coupling molecule for the MD simulation of the polymer

composite material.

In the present paper, we will first construct a set of inter-

atomic potentials for a model polymer composite material

with surface-coupling molecules. We will add an original

inter-atomic potential that is based on the electronic density-

functional theory (DFT) to two suites of inter-atomic poten-

tials for polymers and fillers, respectively. We will then

perform the non-equilibrium MD simulation to obtain the

temperature profile and heat flux in the system. Effects of the

surface-coupling molecules on heat transfer will be analyzed

by changing their lengths and density. We will investigate

the atomistic details of the heat-transfer routes in the system.

The remaining sections are organized as follows. In Sec.

II, atomistic modeling of the simulation system and prepara-

tion of the inter-atomic potentials will be explained. Section

III will analyze size-effect on the thermal conductivity calcu-

lated with the non-equilibrium MD simulation to set a proper

size and temperature of the system for the present simula-

tion. Section IV will perform the non-equilibrium MD runs

at various settings of the surface-coupling molecules to

understand their effects on the heat transfer. Summary and

concluding remarks will be given in Sec. V.

II. MODELING OF SYSTEM AND PREPARATION OF
INTER-ATOMIC POTENTIALS

In the present simulation study, we assume a-alumina for

the filler and bisphenol-A (bisA) epoxy for the polymer (see,

Fig. 1(a)) because both are commonly used for the electrically

insulating heat-dissipation composite material. For the

surface-coupling agent, the silane composite molecule is often

used. The silane composite molecule is basically composed of

two kinds of groups attached to a Si atom: the reaction group

(e.g., epoxy) bonds to an organic polymer, while the OR

group (e.g., �O�CH3) undergoes the hydrolysis reaction to

form a strong bond between the O and a surface atom of an

inorganic filler.10 The silane composite molecule thereby

works to bind a filler and polymer together. In the present sim-

ulation, we use a virtual SC molecule shown in Fig. 1(a) that

mimics the state after the hydrolysis reaction: an epoxy group

connects to ðCH2Þn while the other end of ðCH2Þn is saturated

with an O atom. We set n of ðCH2Þn to either 3 or 11.

We use the following form of two-body inter-atomic

interaction potentials for Al and O in a-alumina in a potential

suite developed for the MD simulation of CaO, MgO, Al2O3,

and SiO2 systems and coined CMAS potential:22

V rijð Þ ¼
qiqj

rij
� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

�i�j
p ri þ rj

2rij

� �6

þ Bi þ Bjð Þf exp
Ai þ Aj � rij

Bi þ Bj

� �
; (1)

with the atomic charges fqig and parameters

Aif g; Bif g; �if g; rif g; and f . The Dreiding inter-atomic

potentials23 are applied to the bisA and SC molecules:

V ¼
X

i;jð Þ

Kij

2
ðrij � rij;eqÞ2 þ

X
i;j;kð Þ

Kijkðhijk � hijk;eqÞ2

þ
X
i;j;k;lð Þ

Vjk

2
1� cos njkðuijkl � uijkl;eqÞ

� �� �

þ
X

i;jð Þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�i�j
p ri þ rj

2rij

� �12

� ri þ rj

2rij

� �6
" #

þ
X
ði;jÞ

qiqj

rij
;

(2)

FIG. 1. (a) Structure of bisphenol-A

(bisA) and model SC molecules. (b)

Atomic charges in unit of e of the bisA

molecule (equivalent atoms are omit-

ted for symmetry) and SC molecules

with n ¼ 3 and 11.
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with the atomic charges qif g and various parameters Kijf g;
Kijkf g; Vjkf g; rij;eqf g; hijk;eq

� �
; njkf g; uijkl;eqf g; �if g; and rif g.

In Eq. (2), the bonded inter-atomic interaction is described

by the two-body bonding, three-body angle, and four-body

torsion terms, while the non-bonded one by the van der

Waals and Coulomb terms; the non-bonded interaction with

up to the third nearest neighbor atoms is omitted. We need to

determine the atomic charges fqig in Eq. (2) for the bisA

and SC molecules. Following the Gasteiger-Marsili

method,24 we obtain the charges as solutions to a set of gen-

eralized electronegativity equalization equations for the cor-

responding sigma-bond model system for each kind of

molecules. The calculated values of the charges are typed in

Fig. 1(b).

We need to construct the inter-atomic potential between

the SC molecule and a-alumina. To calculate the energies at

various configurations of them, we use the DMol3 software

package25,26 in Materials Studio 5.5 with the PBE27 form of

the generalized gradient approximation for the

exchange-correlation potential. The energy tolerance in the

self-consistency field iteration is set to 5 � 10�5 eV per

atom. As for the basis set for the electron orbitals, we use the

double numerical with polarization (DNP) set recommended

in the DMol3 for high accuracy purposes. As an accuracy

check, we calculate the cohesion energy of bulk a-alumina

to find 2.6 eV per Al-O bond and the elastic constants C11

¼ 518 GPa and C33 ¼ 494 GPa. Their differences from the

experimental values are as small as 5%.28,29

We consider (0001) surface of a-alumina as the filler

surface, which is the most stable one when terminated with

Al.30–32 As depicted in Fig. 2, a thin a-alumina slab of 120

atoms with (0001) surface is placed in the rectangular paral-

lelepiped of Lx; Ly; Lzð Þ ¼ ð14:0 Å; 8:2 Å; 7:0 ÅÞ; the

vacuum layer with z-depth 20 Å is added on the (0001) sur-

face. The periodic boundary conditions are applied in the

three directions. Using the DMol3 package, geometry optimi-

zation is performed for the system. The outermost Al atoms

sink to lie nearly on the same O-plane as reported in a former

paper.30 We then place a single SC molecule on the (0001)

surface to find the most stable configuration. Figure 2(a)

depicts the most stable configuration obtained through the

relaxation runs starting with various settings of the SC mole-

cule including the case with 45� inclined toward the (0001)

surface. We find that the O atom at the end of the SC mole-

cule bonds tightly to a surface Al atom.

The binding energy, which is defined as the difference

in the total energy between the well-separated and ground-

state configurations, is 2.06 eV; the Al-O distance

rAl�O ¼ 1:77 Å. The binding energy is smaller by 20%

than the cohesive energy per Al-O bond of bulk a-alumina;

the rAl�O is shorter by 0:1� 0:2 Å than the average in bulk

a-alumina. Figure 2(b) shows the total energy minus the

value at rAl�O ¼ 5:0 Å as a function of rAl�O; for each value

of rAl�O, all the other atoms are relaxed. We fit the calculated

energies to the Morse potential form

V rAl�Oð Þ ¼ D 1� exp �b rAl�O � r0ð Þ
� �� �2 � D; (3)

with D ¼ 2:06 eV, r0 ¼ 1:77 Å, and b ¼ 1:93 Å
�1

.

For the inter-atomic interaction between a-alumina and

SC molecules and between a-alumina and bisA molecules, we

first adopt the van der Waals and Coulomb terms in Eqs. (1)

and (2) with the same parameter values for pure a-alumina,

SC, and bisA systems. For each bonding pair of Al atom of a-

alumina and O atom of the SC molecule, we then subtract the

van der Waals and Coulomb terms and apply Eq. (3).

III. PREPARATORY SIMULATION

We determine the proper size of the simulation system

from following analyses. It has been remarked that the ther-

mal conductivity of a bulk material calculated using the non-

equilibrium MD simulation method often shows a significant

system-size dependence.14–16 In the method, two well-

separated slab areas in the system are controlled to different

temperatures. The input and output fluxes of heat at the

temperature-controlled areas are calculated in the steady

state. Using the temperature gradient at a proper position, the

heat flux, and the distance between the areas, we calculate

the thermal conductivity (see, Eq. (4) below). If the system

size is shorter than the mean free-path of phonons, the ther-

mal conductivity is underestimated because the phonons are

scattered artificially at the temperature-controlled areas.14–16

In the present simulation of the interface system containing

a-alumina and bisA regions, changing the width of the a-

alumina region gives no significant effect on the overall ther-

mal resistance of the system because the thermal resistance

of bisA is much higher than that of a-alumina. In the follow-

ing, we determine the width of the bisA region heuristically

by performing separately various non-equilibrium MD runs

for pure bisA systems.

We prepare the bisA systems with Lx; Ly; Lzð Þ
¼ ð34 Å; 38 Å; 62 ÅÞ, ð34 Å; 38 Å; 112 ÅÞ, and

ð34 Å; 38 Å; 224 ÅÞ under the periodic boundary condi-

tions to perform the non-equilibrium MD simulation runs. In

the three systems, the bisA molecules form amorphous solids

with the same mass density of 0:90 g=cm3. The average tem-

peratures of the system are T ¼ 300 K, 400 K, and 500 K.

The two ends of the system are controlled to T þ 20 K,

FIG. 2. (a) Ground-state configuration of a SC molecule on (0001) surface

of a-alumina. Large red spheres are O; small cyan, Al; medium grey, C;

small white, H. (b) Total energy of the system in (a) as a function of rAl�O.
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while the central area to T � 20 K. Since the bisA molecules

diffuse slightly at those temperatures, the number of atoms

located in each temperature-control area with 6.2 Å z-width

fluctuates in time (for instance, 600–700 in the low-

temperature control area in the run at T¼ 500 K) but shows

no tendency of drift after 0.1 ns. We use the temperature pro-

file at a z-range that is well separated (>10 Å) from the

temperature-control areas to obtain a reliable value for the

thermal conductivity. At T ¼ 300 K, the thermal conductiv-

ities are calculated as 0:07, 0:08, and 0:12 W=m � K for the

cases with Lz ¼ 62 Å, 112 Å, and 224 Å, respectively. The

present value, 0:12 W=m � K, of the thermal conductivity for

the case of Lz ¼ 224 Å is close to the experimental values in

the range of 0:15� 0:25 W=m � K at room temperatures.7 At

T ¼ 400 K and 500 K, the thermal conductivity appears to

be saturated to 0:11� 0:13 W=m � K for Lz � 112 Å. It is

confirmed that increasing the temperature difference

between the two ends to 60 K gives the same value within

error bars for the thermal conductivity. Considering those,

we set the z-width of the bisA region to 112 Å and the sys-

tem temperature to T ¼ 400 K with plus 30 and minus 30 K

at the temperature-control areas in the present simulation

runs.

A typical configuration of the system in the present

non-equilibrium MD simulation is depicted in Fig. 3. It cor-

responds to the case with no SC molecule. The periodic

boundary conditions are applied in the three directions. The

system is a rectangular parallelepiped with dimensions

Lx; Ly; Lzð Þ ¼ ð34 Å; 38 Å; 168 ÅÞ; it is composed of

18 656 atoms. The left and right 6.2 Å z-width ends are con-

trolled to T ¼ 430 K, while the central 12.4 Å z-width to

T ¼ 370 K. The simulation system contains the bisA region

with 112 Å in z-width at the center, which is sandwiched in

z-direction between the a-alumina regions. Note that the a-

alumina regions are connected to each other from the perio-

dicity of the system. In a simulation run, the velocity-Verlet

algorithm is used to integrate the equations of motion. The

temperature is controlled with the simple velocity-scaling

method. We set the time step dt ¼ 1.0 fs from detailed analy-

ses about the dt-dependencies of the temperature profile and

energy flux for a practical system, which will be explained in

Sec. IV A.

By controlling the temperatures of the center (bisA) and

two ends (a-alumina) of the system to low and high values,

respectively, as shown in Fig. 3, we produce heat fluxes that

direct from the a-alumina to bisA regions. We calculate the

effective thermal conductivity k of the system after the

steady state is realized as

k ¼ Jl

T1 � T2

; (4)

where J is the heat flux per unit time and surface area, T1

and T2 are the high and low temperatures of well-separated

z-positions under the condition that both are not close to the

temperature-control areas, and l is the distance between the

high- and low-temperature positions. In a simulation run, we

confirm that the system is in the steady state by comparing

the input and output energies per unit time in the

temperature-controlled bins. The J and temperature profile

are obtained as averages over 0.5 ns in the steady state.

IV. NON-EQUILIBRIUM MD SIMULATION RESULTS

A. Temperature profile and thermal conductivity

We here add the SC molecules to the system to analyze

their effects on heat transfer through the interface. For the

analyses, we need to compare the results for various settings

of the SC molecules. For n ¼ 3 of ðCH2Þn of the SC mole-

cule, number of the SC molecules in the system is {1, 4, 8,

16, 32}. For n ¼ 11, the number of the SC molecules is 16.

We arrange the SC molecules that bond to surface Al atoms

in a square-lattice form as depicted in Fig. 4; such Al-O

bonds are kept during a run. At the addition of the SC mole-

cules, we need to increase Lz of the system from the original

value of Lz ¼ 168 Å (no SC molecule) so that the averaged

mass density does not change from 1:85 g=cm3.

We set the time step, dt, to a proper value by comparing

simulation results for a typical system between with dt¼ 0.5

and 1.0 fs. For the purpose, the case of containing a 16 SC

molecules with n¼ 3, denoted as M16n3, is considered.

Figure 5(a) depicts the energy fluxes, J, in the two runs; the

positive values correspond to the input fluxes to the high-

temperature control area, while the negative values to the

output fluxes from the low-temperature control area. Even

with dt¼ 1.0 fs, the input and output fluxes agree well with

each other indicating no system heat-up. Figure 5(b) shows

the temperature profile of the bisA region in the system. We

here consider the bisA region only because the temperature

profile is flat in the a-alumina region (see, Fig. 6). The

FIG. 3. Atomic configuration of the system with no SC molecule in the pres-

ent simulation.

FIG. 4. (a) Atomic configuration of SC molecules on (0001) surface of a-

alumina in the M16n3 case viewed from x-direction. Large red spheres are

O; small cyan, Al; medium grey, C; small white, H. The bisA molecules are

drawn by sticks.
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temperature profile in Fig. 5(b) is obtained as the average of

two profiles with the z measuring from the center to the left

and right of the system, respectively (see, Fig. 3). The a-

alumina region correspond to z¼ 0–26 Å. The low-

temperature control area corresponds to z¼ 70–85 Å. We

find in Fig. 5(b) that the temperatures calculated for all atoms

in the 1.0 fs run deviate substantially from the reference ones

in the 0.5 fs run. Interestingly, however, the temperatures

calculated without H atoms in the 1.0 fs run agree well with

the reference ones as seen in Fig. 5(b). Since the calculated

temperatures change little (<1.3 K), if we omit H atoms in

the 0.5 fs run, we consider that such a substantial tempera-

ture change seen in the 1.0 fs run is related to the fast vibra-

tion of H. From those observations about the J and

temperature profile, we choose to set dt¼ 1.0 fs for fast sim-

ulation and omit H atoms to calculate the temperature

profile.

Figure 6 shows the detailed temperature profiles in two

typical cases: one is the M16n3 case and the other is the case

of a single SC molecule with n¼ 3 denoted as M1n3. The

dashed line in Fig. 6 represents the extrapolation of the two

data points near the interface in the bisA region. Since the

end z-position of the bisA with SC region fluctuates in time

and varies depending on the x-y location, we set it as the one

separated by 2.0 Å from the end (i.e., Al) of a-alumina,

therefore, at z¼ 28 Å. We use z¼ 28 Å to predict the local

temperature of the bisA with SC region at the interface. The

temperature profiles are almost flat in the a-alumina region,

while linearly decreasing profiles are seen in the bisA region

in both cases. Such difference originates from the large dif-

ference in the thermal conductivity between a-alumina and

bisA. Particularly in the M1n3 case, the temperature-gap DT
at the interface is substantial. In both cases, there exist

obvious changes at z¼ 60–70 Å in the temperature lowering

behavior as z is increased. We consider that the changes are

reflections of the artificial temperature control in the bisA

region at z¼ 70–85 Å. The temperature profile is therefore

physically reliable in the range z¼ 10–50 Å only.

To calculate the thermal conductivity, k ¼ Jl=ðT1 � T2Þ
in Eq. (4), of the system, we choose a z-position of high tem-

perature (T1Þ at z ¼ 0 Å in the a-alumina region and that of

low temperature (T2Þ at z ¼ 80 Å in the bisA region; that is,

l ¼ 80 Å: Since the temperature profiles in Fig. 6 are reliable

only in the range of z ¼ 10� 50 Å, we evaluate T1 and T2

as follows. Due to the flatness of temperatures in the a-

alumina region seen in Fig. 6, we can assume T1 ¼ 430 K.

As for T2, we first obtain the least-squared fitted line of the

data points in the range z ¼ 35� 50 Å and secondary

extrapolate the line to z ¼ 80 Å. Table I compares thereby

calculated values of J, DT, J=DT, and k in all the cases. The

J is obtained as the average of input and output fluxes of

heat; the relative difference between the two is less than 5%

in all the cases.

The k and J=DT in Table I enlarge by increasing either

lengths (n) or number of the SC molecules, which suggests

that a substantial proportion of heat flows through the SC

molecules. We note that DT is quite sensitive to the setting

of the SC molecules, while the flux J is insensitive to that. In

the M32n3 case, DT is as small as 1.9 K. It is because ther-

mal resistance of the interface is small due to large number

(32) of the SC molecules. In fact, J=DT in the M32n3 case is

6.8 times as high as that in the M1n3 case. However, as the

contribution of the bisA region to the effective thermal re-

sistance is dominant, k in the M32n3 case is only 1.4 times

as large as that in the M1n3 case. Figure 7 shows such a rela-

tions between k and J=DT. The k appears to be saturated for

large J=DT, the estimated saturation-limit value of

FIG. 5. (a) Time evolution of J in the high- and low-temperature control

areas for the M1n3 case. The solid curve corresponds to the time step 0.5 fs;

dotted curve, to 1.0 fs. (b) Temperature profiles in the bisA with SC region

in the M1n3 case. The profiles are calculated either for all atoms (open sym-

bols) or without H (filled symbols).

FIG. 6. Temperature profiles in the M1n3 and M16n3 cases.
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0:185 W=m � K compares well with the theoretical value cal-

culated using the present thermal conductivity 0:12 W=m �
K of bulk bisA multiplied by the inverse of the z-width pro-

portion (52=80 ¼ 0:65) of the bisA region in the system.

B. Heat-transfer routes through interface

We investigate heat transfer routes from the a-alumina

(i.e., filler) to bisA molecules (i.e., polymers) when the SC

molecules are added in between. As stated above, a substan-

tial proportion of heat flows from the a-alumina to SC mole-

cules. It is because the SC molecules bond tightly to the

a-alumina surface. We therefore consider the heat-transfer

routes from the SC to bisA molecules by calculating the

atomic temperature, defined as the time-averaged kinetic

energy of a single atom in energy unit, for each atom around

the SC molecules. We assume21 that the difference in the

atomic temperatures of a pair of atoms gets larger as the

degree of thermal resistance between the two atoms becomes

larger. With the assumption, we compare the atomic temper-

atures of all atoms of the SC and neighboring bisA molecules

to find the heat-transfer routes.

Figure 8(a) shows the atomic temperatures of the SC

molecule and surface Al in the M8n3, M16n3, and M32n3

cases. The sequence in the horizontal axis corresponds to

that in the SC molecule. The atomic temperatures in the

M16n11 case (i.e., longer SC molecule) are shown in Fig.

8(b). Averages over the equivalent atoms of the SC mole-

cules are performed in Fig. 8. As the error bars in Fig. 8 indi-

cate, the atomic temperatures have accuracies of

0:5� 1:5 K. We remind that the atomic temperatures agree

among atoms (excluding H atoms) within 0:5� 1:5 K in an

equilibrium run of a bulk bisA system at T ¼ 400 K.

We find in Fig. 8(a) that the atomic temperatures of the

SC molecules in the M16n3 and M32n3 cases are much

closer to that of the surface Al as compared to the M8n3

case. In the M16n3 and M32n3 cases, heat is therefore trans-

ferred more efficiently between the a-alumina and SC mole-

cule and inside the SC molecule than between the SC and

bisA molecules. Similar relatively efficient heat transfer

FIG. 7. Relation between k and J=DT in the present runs. Possible errors

estimated are also drawn.

FIG. 8. (a) Atomic temperatures of both surface Al atoms that bond to SC

molecules and SC atoms in the M8n3, M16n3, and M32n3 cases. Possible

errors estimated are also drawn. (b) Same as (a) but in the M16n11 case.

TABLE I. The J, DT, J=DT, and k obtained in various cases of the present simulation.

Case Number of SC molecules n of ðCH2Þn J ðW=m2Þ DT ðKÞ J=DT W=m2 � K
	 


k ðW=m � KÞ

M0 0 … 8.17 � 108 9.6 8.51 � 107 0.119

M1n3 1 3 8.10 � 108 10.8 7.50 � 107 0.127

M4n3 4 3 8.68 � 108 8.1 1.07 � 108 0.131

M8n3 8 3 9.12 � 108 7.4 1.23 � 108 0.136

M16n3 16 3 9.25 � 108 4.3 2.15 � 108 0.157

M16n11 16 11 1.02 � 109 3.5 2.92 � 108 0.158

M32n3 32 3 9.63 � 108 1.9 5.07 � 108 0.181
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inside the SC molecule is observed in the M16n11 case in

Fig. 8(b). In the M8n3 case, on the other hand, heat transfer

is more efficient between the SC and bisA molecules than

between the a-alumina and SC molecule and inside the SC

molecule. Since the bonding state of the Al-O pair between

the a-alumina and SC molecule and therefore its heat resis-

tivity are essentially unchanged in all the cases, we conclude

that heat flux from the SC to bisA molecules is impeded

more in the M16n3, M32n3, and M16n11 cases than in the

M8n3 case. Due to the large number of the SC molecule in

the M32n3 case, however, such relatively high thermal im-

pedance from the SC to bisA molecules contributes little to

the overall thermal resistance.

We explain physical reasons of the relatively high ther-

mal impedance between the SC and bisA molecules for both

cases of large number (32) and long lengths ðn ¼ 11Þ of SC

molecules. Figure 9 shows the numbers of bisA atoms in the

4:0 Å z-width bins prepared virtually from the a-alumina

surface. The number approaches to the bulk value of around

85 in all the cases for z > 15 Å. By increasing either number

of the SC molecules to 32 or length ðnÞ of the SC molecule

to 11, we find that the bisA atoms are pushed away signifi-

cantly from the a-alumina surface. Since effective interac-

tion between the SC and bisA molecules becomes weaker in

the situation, heat transfer from the SC to bisA molecules is

impeded. On the contrary, there exist substantial number of

bisA atoms near the a-alumina surface in the M8n3 case.

Those bisA atoms entangle the SC molecules, resulting in

relatively efficient heat-transfer from the SC to bisA

molecules.

We now consider the heat-transfer routes from the SC to

bisA molecules from the difference or similarity of the

atomic temperatures in the SC and neighboring bisA mole-

cules. It is remarkable in the M8n3 case in Fig. 8(a) that the

C-temperatures are substantially lower than the O-

temperatures in the SC molecules. We remind that the inter-

atomic interaction between the SC and bisA molecules is

through the van der Waals and Coulomb forces. While the

van der Waals forces are similar between various atomic

pairs between the SC and bisA molecules, the Coulomb

forces are significant between the C and O atoms of the SC

and bisA molecules, respectively, because the charges are

opposite in sign and the magnitude of O charge is large (see,

Fig. 1(b)). We therefore conjecture that substantial propor-

tion of heat is transferred from the C of the SC molecule to

the O of bisA molecule through the Coulomb interaction

when the SC molecules are surrounded by bisA molecules as

in the M8n3 case.

The conjecture mentioned above is supported by the

atomic temperatures of bisA located within 5 Å of the SC

atoms depicted in Fig. 10. In Fig. 10, we adopt the grouping

rule of atoms used in the Dreiding inter-atomic potential: O

atoms are divided into O1 (epoxy) and O2 (others); C atoms,

into C2 (benzene) and C1 (others). The averaged atomic-

temperatures of bisA in the M8n3 and M16n3 cases are

higher than that in the M16n11 and M32n3 cases. It is much

related to the increased effective interaction between the SC

and bisA molecules in the M8n3 and M16n3 cases due to

entanglement of the bisA to SC molecules as mentioned

above. In the M16n3 case, the O1-temperature ð422 KÞ of

the bisA is higher than other temperatures ð419� 420 KÞ of

the bisA and is close to the C-temperatures ð423� 424 KÞ
of the SC molecule. Similarly, the O1 and O2-temperatures

ð420 KÞ of bisA are higher than other temperatures ð417�
418 KÞ of bisA and correspond to the average of the C and

O-temperatures of the SC molecule in the M8n3 case. We

therefore conclude that a substantial proportion of heat is

transferred from the C of the SC molecule to the O of neigh-

boring bisA molecules when the density of the SC molecules

on the interface is not large as in the M8n3. Since the atomic

temperatures are homogeneous in the M16n11 and M32n3

cases, we guess that heat is transferred from the SC to bisA

FIG. 9. Numbers of bisA atoms in the 4:0 Å z-width bins prepared virtually

from the a-alumina surface in the M8n3, M16n3, M16n11, and M32n3 cases.
FIG. 10. (top) Grouping of bisA atoms. (bottom) Atomic temperatures of

the groups in M8n3, M16n3, M16n11, and M32n3 cases. Possible errors

estimated are also drawn.
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molecules through various atomic pairs when the density of

the SC molecules on the interface is large or the lengths of

the SC molecules are long.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have considered the simulation system composed of

the bisphenol-A (bisA) epoxy region with 112 Å in z-width

at the center and the a-alumina regions with (0001) surfaces

to sandwich it. At the a-alumina-bisA interface, the model

SC molecules have been inserted. We have constructed the

inter-atomic potential between the a-alumina and the SC

molecule, which is essential in the present MD simulation,

based on the calculated energies with the electronic density-

functional theory. We have adopted the CMAS inter-atomic

potential for a-alumina and the Dreiding inter-atomic poten-

tials for the bisA and SC molecules.

By performing the non-equilibrium MD simulation runs,

we have found that the thermal resistance at the a-alumina-

bisA interface becomes smaller when either larger number of

the SC molecules is added at the interface or their lengths

are longer. We have found that the effective thermal conduc-

tivity of the system approaches to the value estimated by

assuming zero thermal resistance at the interface. On the

other hand, when the number of the SC molecules is small,

thermal resistance between the SC to bisA molecules is

small. In the situation a substantial proportion of heat is

transferred from the C of the SC molecule to the O of neigh-

boring bisA molecules.

There exist a number of open problems that can be

addressed theoretically with the MD simulation: (i) We have

used the simple model molecules as the surface-coupling

agent in the present simulation. Bond-formation reactions of

a surface-coupling molecule with a filler material are com-

plex combinations of hydrolysis and condensation reactions,

which are ignored in the present modeling. The first-

principle MD simulation33 or hybrid quantum-classical sim-

ulation,34,35 in which reacting atoms are treated with the

DFT method, can treat such bond-formation reactions. (ii)

When the packing fraction of the fillers is increased, the

polymer region sandwiched by the fillers can be quite thin

depending on the degree of filler agglomeration. The present

simulation results cannot be applied to such a situation

because we have considered the interface of bulk bisA (as

polymer) and a-alumina (as filler). We are presently working

on the hybrid quantum-classical simulation study of heat

transfer when the bisA region is thin.
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